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GOP releases secret memo
RUSSIA INQUIRY » Critics
charge document inaccurate;
Democrats’ response withheld

By NICHOLAS FANDOS, ADAM
GOLDMAN AND CHARLIE SAVAGE
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — House Republicans
released a politically charged memo on
Friday that accused FBI and Justice
Department leaders of abusing their
surveillance powers to spy on a former
Trump campaign adviser suspected of

being an agent of Russia.
The memo alarmed national
security officials and outraged
Democrats, who accused the
Republicans of misrepresenting sensitive government information through omissions and
inaccuracies. President Donald
Trump declassified it over the Carter
objections of the FBI, which had Page
expressed “grave concerns” over
its accuracy in a rare public break from
the White House.
The 3½-page memo, written by Republican congressional aides, criticized

information used by law enforcement officials in their application for a warrant to wiretap the
former campaign adviser, Carter
Page, and named the senior FBI
and Justice Department officials
who approved the highly classified application.
But it fell well short of making the case promised by some
Republicans: that the evidence
it contained would cast doubt on the
origins of the Russia investigation and
possibly undermine the inquiry, which
has been taken over by a special counsel,

Robert Mueller. The Page warrant is just
one aspect of the broader investigation.
Instead, the document confirmed that
contacts between a former Trump foreign policy adviser, George Papadopoulos, and Russian intermediaries were a
primary factor in the opening of the investigation in July 2016.
The memo was outlined in news reports in recent days as Republicans
pushed for its release. Several details
show that it reflects a line of attack circulating for weeks in conservative news

‘AUTHENTIC’ GYM » Yosemite rock star Jorgeson joins forces
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FLU VIRUS

with climber Shaffer hoping to capitalize on sport’s popularity

Raising profile of
rock climbing in SR

Season
takes
deadly
turn

Santa Rosa hospital reports
2 deaths, both people under
age of 65, related to illness
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Climbers Mike Shaffer, left, and Kevin Jorgeson hang out Jan. 19 at the lot where they are planning to open a climbing gym called Session
along South A Street in Santa Rosa. The gym will put them in direct competition with Vertex, where they both grew up climbing.
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

uperstar rock climber Kevin
Jorgeson, whose 19-day ascent of
Yosemite’s Dawn Wall captivated
the world in 2015, is undertaking his next
climbing challenge right in his hometown
of Santa Rosa — building a state-of-the
art climbing gym from the ground up.
Jorgeson and his business partner,
Mike Shaffer, an accomplished climber
in his own right, have joined forces with

a prominent developer to build a new
multi-million-dollar facility called Session Climbing on what is now a vacant lot
beside Highway 101.
The bold venture is one of two bids —
the other by the pioneering local climbing
gym Vertex — to capitalize on the soaring
popularity of the sport of indoor climbing,
better serve the county’s tight-knit climbing
community and help expand its appeal to a
broader audience.
“We need something new to hold the next
generation of climbers here in Sonoma

County,” Jorgeson said.
Indoor climbing gyms have been booming in recent years as urban-dwelling
millennials flock to a sport viewed by many
as more social and authentic than other
fitness trends such as cross-fit.
Last year, 34 new climbing gyms opened
in 23 different states in the U.S., a growth
rate of 10 percent, according to Climbing
Business Journal. As further evidence
of the sport’s growing popularity, indoor

Sonoma County’s flu season
turned deadly in January, when
two people under the age of 65 died
at Santa Rosa Memorial Hospital,
even as the virus’ spread peaked in
California.
The hospital reported Friday that
a 46-year-old man and a 56-year-old
woman died last month as a result
of flu-related illnesses. The woman
died of pneumonia and respiratory
failure, while the man died of respiratory failure and sepsis, said Vanessa DeGier, a Memorial Hospital
spokeswoman.
Flu-related deaths are reported
to county public health officials
only in cases where patients are
under 65, since such deaths are not
uncommon among elderly patients.
Health experts say the flu poses a
lethal threat to the elderly, infants
and those with chronic illness or
weakened immune systems.
“It’s been higher-than-normal flu
volume coming into the emergency
departments at all of our hospitals,” DeGier said.
Sonoma County public health
officials confirmed only one of the
deaths as of Jan. 27. DeGier said the
56-year-old woman died Jan. 30.
Sonoma County Health Officer
Karen Milman said the spread of
flu is beginning to taper off locally
and across the state, but the season
will still go on for several weeks.
County surveillance efforts will
continue for the next two months,
she said.
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Rising wages serve as catalyst for market plunge
By MATT PHILLIPS
NEW YORK TIMES

For much of the last year,
the stock market glided higher,
lifted by solid economic growth
and corporate profits, low interest rates and few signs of inflation.
That smooth ride might now
be ending.
The Standard & Poor’s
500-stock index fell 2.1 percent
Friday, ending its worst week
in two years. The Dow Jones industrial average tumbled more
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While rising pay is good for to affect the Fed,” said Jonathan
workers, it also can be a sign Golub, chief U.S. equity stratethat inflation is coming. And in- gist at Credit Suisse. “The marvestors worried it could prompt ket is becoming more vigilant
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TACKLED IN COURT: Father of three, whose
daughters were assaulted by Larry Nassar,
attempts to attack doctor at sentencing / B1

Specialist Meric
Greenbaum
works on the
floor of the
New York Stock
Exchange on
Friday. The
market closed
sharply lower,
extending a
weeklong slide,
as the Dow
industrial
average
plunged.
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